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Abstract

Objective: Traditional Cognitive Training with paper-pencil tasks (PPCT) and Computer-Based Cognitive Training (C-BCT) both are effective for people 
with Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI). The aim of this study is to evaluate the efficacy of a C-BCT program versus a PPCT one. 

Methods: One hundred and twenty four (n=124) people with amnesic & multiple domains MCI (aMCImd) diagnosis were randomly assigned in two 
groups, a PPCT group (n=65), and a C-BCT (n=59). The groups were matched at baseline in age, gender, education, cognitive and functional performance. 
Both groups attended 48 weekly 1-hour sessions of attention and executive function training for 12 months. Neuropsychological assessment was performed at 
baseline and 12 months later. 

Results: At the follow up, the PPCT group was better than the C-BCT group in visual selective attention (p≤ 0.022). The C-BCT group showed improvement 
in working memory (p=0.042) and in speed of switching of attention (p=0.012), while the PPCT group showed improvement in general cognitive function 
(p=0.005), learning ability (p=0.000), delayed verbal recall (p=0.000), visual perception (p=0.013) and visual memory (p=0.000), verbal fluency (p=0.000), 
visual selective attention (p=0.021), speed of switching of attention (p=0.001), visual selective attention/multiple choices (p=0.010) and Activities of Daily 
Living (ADL) as well (p=0.001). 

Conclusion: Both C-BCT and PPCT are beneficial for people with aMCImd concerning cognitive functions. However, the administration of a traditional PPCT 
program seems to affect a greater range of cognitive abilities and transfer the primary cognitive benefit in real life.

ABBREVIATIONS
MCI: Mild Cognitive Impairment; aMCImd: amnestic and 

Multiple Domains MCI; CT: Cognitive Training; C-BCT: Computer-
Based Cognitive Training; PPCT: Paper and Pencil Cognitive 
Training; ADL: Activities of Daily Living; ChEIs: Cholinesterase 
Inhibitors

INTRODUCTION
Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) is an intermediate stage of 

cognitive impairment, which may or may not lead to dementia 
[1]. Attention and executive function deficits are common in 
people with amnestic and multiple domains MCI (aMCImd) [2,3]. 
The deficits can interfere with Activities of Daily Living (ADL) [4], 
and may lead to increased risk of conversion to dementia [5].

Cognitive Training (CT), which is based on the idea of neuronal 
plasticity, is beneficial for people with MCI, since it seems to 

improve performance of the specific skills which are trained 
[6]. Moreover, CT not only optimizes the cognitive functioning 
of people with MCI, but it may also slow down cognitive decline 
as well as the onset of Major Neurocognitive Disorders [7]. 
Therefore, CT and, consequently, the cognitive improvement are 
potential to delay or minimize the conversion rate of MCI to Major 
Neurocognitive Disorders [8]. However, there is still a question; 
are all the programs of CT the same beneficial for people with 
MCI? 

Traditional CT requires face-to-face contact and teaching of 
new learning strategies. It seems to be more effective when it is 
ecologically designed [9] and administered in groups [10]. On the 
other hand, research has shown that the use of new technologies 
such as in computer-based cognitive training (C-BCT) might 
provide positive effects on the cognitive function of MCI elderly 
[11]. Moreover, C-BCT is cost effective and it can be administered 
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to populations that would otherwise not receive face to face 
interventions. 

The aim of the current study was to evaluate the efficacy of 
a C-BCT program versus an ecologically designed program of 
traditional CT which was applied by paper and pencil (PPCT) 
in people with aMCImd. Moreover, the secondary aim was 
to evaluate which program has the potential to transfer the 
cognitive benefit in ADL. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants

The participants were recruited from the Day Care Center 
of Alzheimer Hellas “Saint Helen” in Thessaloniki (Greece) from 
September 2015 to September 2016. The study was carried out 
entirely at the day care center and was approved by the Scientific 
and Ethics Committee of Alzheimer Hellas. The participants 
signed an informed consent and were aware that they could 
withdraw their consent at any time. Inclusion criteria were ≥60 
years of age, a diagnosis of aMCImd according to Petersen criteria 
[12] and spared language skills. The exclusion criteria were the 
diagnosis of Major Neurocognitive Disorder according to DSM-
5 [13], untreated depression/anxiety and severe behavioral 
problems as that could affect the results of the CT programs, 
other neurological disorders, pharmacological treatment with 
ChEIs and sensory deficits. The diagnosis was supported with 
neurological examination, neuropsychological/neuropsychiatric 
assessment, neuroimaging and blood tests. In order to minimize 
selection bias, the participants of the study were chosen 
at random by using computer-generated numbers. All the 
evaluators were blinded with respect to the group allocation. 
Each CT program included 48 weekly one hour sessions during 
12 months, while there were booster sessions for the people who 
missed more than three sessions. The duration of 48 weeks was 
chosen, because it is proven that more training provides more 

benefit to people with MCI [14]. Moreover, since the study was 
carried out entirely at the Day Care Centre of Alzheimer Hellas 
“Saint Hellen”, it was essential not to disrupt the usual routine of 
the Centre. 

Twelve (n=12) participants withdraw the study because 
they encountered severe health problems, while 4 dropped out 
due to family obligations. As a result, 124 people with aMCImd 
completed the study and were included in the statistical analysis 
(65 in PPCT group and 59 in C-BCT group) (Figure 1). Baseline 
characteristics of the participants and their cognitive and 
functional performance are presented in (Table 1). 

Cognitive interventions

a) The PPCT program: The primary aim of PPCT was to 
enhance abilities of attention and cognitive executive function, 
while the secondary was the enhancement of visual-verbal 
memory. The PPCT was administered in groups of 8 people, 
included teaching of memory strategies and comprised levels 
of difficulty. Paper and pencil tasks were ecological; they were 
yielding from Activities of Daily Living (ADL), such as the 
processing of a shopping list, search and detection of a range of 
elements in a telephone catalogue, or processing a restaurant 
menu. Each session consisted of 10 cognitive tasks. Participants 
had first to go through 3 tasks that required visual selective 
attention; afterwards, they proceeded with two tasks requiring 
updating of working memory and switching of attention, and 
later on, they practiced the shifting of visuo-spatial attention and 
the dual task. The same structure was followed during all the 
sessions. 

b) The C-BCT program: The primary aim of the CT program 
was the enhancement of attention and executive function, while 
the secondary the enhancement of visual /verbal memory and 
visual–spatial abilities. The C-BCT used the “Complete brain 
workout” software (Oak Systems). From the above software 

Figure 1 Flow chart of the study.
Abbreviations: aMCImd: amnestic and Multiple Domains MCI; C-BCT: Computer-Based Cognitive Training; PPCT: Paper and Pencil Cognitive Training
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Table 1: Participant’s Demographic Characteristics M (SD) in Computer Training Group and Paper/Pencil Training Group according to t-test and 
Fisher’s exact test.

Baseline characteristics M (SD) C-BCT PPCT p

Age 69.72 (6.35) 67.66 (6.67) 0.081

Gender Male/Female 16/43 21/44 0.561

Education 11.79 (4.72) 11.80 (4.24) 0.997

MMSE ‡ 28.25 (1.42) 27.72 (1.84) 0.078

FUCAS † 43.74 (1.96) 44.00 (2.52) 0.538

FRSSD† 3.72 (1.96) 3.95 (1.85) 0.515

RAVLT1 ‡ 5.35 (2.18) 5.32 (2.00) 0.931

RAVLT2 ‡ 11.01 (2.60) 10.90 (2.47) 0.754

RAVLT3 ‡ 8.33 (3.80) 7.76 (3.53) 0.389

ROCFT1‡ 31.30 (4.30) 29.78 (5.16) 0.079

ROCFT2‡ 15.45 (6.76) 13.36 (6.93) 0.091

FAS‡ 10.84 (3.66) 9.77 (2.59) 0.061

TEA 1 ‡ 28.29 (10.29) 27.87 (10.58) 0.825

TEA 2‡ 45.45 (10.61) 48.75 (11.99) 0.113

TEA 4a‡ 8.72 (1.22) 8.72 (1.22) 0.279

TEA 4b† 6.35 (2.58) 6.55 (3.25) 0.708

TEA 6† 5.00 (1.360) 5.50 (2.20) 0.140
Abbreviations: p = Statistical difference of performance; M (SD) = Mean (Standard Deviation);‡= More points/better performance; †= Less points/
better performance; MMSE: Mini Mental State Examination; FUCAS: Functional Cognitive Assessment Scale; RAVLT1: Rey Auditory Verbal Learning 
Test-Digit spam; RAVLT2: Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test-Learning ability; RAVLT3: Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test-Delayed recall; ROCFT1: 
Rey Osterrieth Complex Figure test-Copy; ROCFT2: Rey Osterrieth Complex Figure test Delayed recall; FAS: Verbal Fluency Test; TEA 1: Test of 
Everyday Attention/Map searching in1 minute; TEA 2: Test of Everyday Attention/Map searching in 2 minutes; TEA 4a: Test of Everyday Attention/
Switching of attention; TEA 4b: Test of Everyday Attention/Speed of switching of attention; TEA 6: Test of Everyday Attention /Multiple choices; 
FRSSD: Functional Rating Scale for Symptoms of Dementia

10 different tasks were chosen (Pyramids, Color ties, Linker, 
Matching pairs, Symbol block, Box Pacer, Color matching, Shape 
Match, Correct change, Number balance). Each one of the tasks 
mentioned above was presented in an alternative order. As 
for example, participants had first to go with a visual selective 
attention task, then with a working memory task, an abstract 
thinking task etc. However, the same hierarchy was consistent 
through all cognitive tasks, while there were five levels of 
difficulty. The program was administered in touch screens and 
none of the participants in the study had previous experience 
with computers. Therefore, the therapist was providing the 
participants with the appropriate instructions, while specific 
learning strategies were taught to the participants, so as they 
could complete successfully the tasks. 

Neuropsychological Assessment 

The effectiveness of the intervention was assessed by a 
neuropsychological assessment performed at baseline, as well 
as 12 months later, after the completion of the 48 sessions. 
The neuropsychological assessment included a battery of 
psychometric tests consisted of a) Mini Mental State Examination 
[15,16] (MMSE), for the assessment of general cognitive function, 
b) Functional Cognitive Assessment Scale (FUCAS) for general 
functional performance [17], c) Functional Rating Scale for 
Symptoms of Dementia (FRSSD) for ADL (evaluates caregiver’s 
opinion about daily function of people with MCI) [18], d) Rey 
Auditory Verbal Learning test (RAVLT), for verbal memory 

[19], e) Rey Osterrieth Complex Figure test (ROCFT), for visual 
memory and visual constructive abilities [20] f) Verbal Fluency 
test (FAS) [21], and g) Test of everyday attention (TEA) [22] for 
attention deficits. The Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS) [23,24] 
was used in order to exclude patients with depression and the 
Neuropsychiatric Inventory (NPI) [25,26] for the exclusion of 
people with psychopathological symptoms. All participants were 
examined at the same time and place by the same psychologists 
who were not aware of the classification of the participants in the 
two training groups. We tried to avoid practice effects by using 
different test versions, wherever it was necessary, and namely 
the Taylor’s Complex Figure Test [27,28] for visual memory 
and visual constructive abilities, and California Auditory Verbal 
Learning [29] for verbal memory. 

Statistical analysis 

The statistical analysis was performed with the SPSS 
statistical software, version 23.0. Demographic, cognitive and 
functional characteristics at baseline were analyzed using a 
two tailed t test for independent samples or Fisher’s exact test, 
when it was necessary. Univariate analysis (ANOVA) was used in 
order to examine the between-group differences at the follow-
up. The effect of cognitive training for both groups was analyzed 
with repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). In order 
to calculate the magnitude of the cognitive training effects, we 
calculated standardized effect sizes for each neuropsychological 
measure.
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RESULTS 
Baseline measurements showed that there were no 

statistically significant differences between the two groups in 
age (p= 0.081), gender (p= 0.561) or education (p= 0.997) nor in 
cognitive or functional performance (Table 1). 

At the follow-up, the analysis of variance showed that the 
PPCT group was better than the C-BCT group in visual selective 
attention in one minute (TEA) (p= 0.022, F= 5.370), and visual 
selective attention in two minutes (TEA) (p= 0.007, F= 7.430) 
(Table 2). 

According to the repeated measures analysis of variance 
between baseline and follow-up, the C-BCT group showed 
improvement in working memory (p= 0.042, F= 4.327) and speed 
of switching of attention (p= 0.012, F= 6.814) while the rest of 
the cognitive and functional abilities were preserved. The PPCT 
group showed improvement in general cognitive function (p= 
0.005, F= 8.526), ADL (p= 0.001, F= 11.473), learning ability (p= 
0.000, F= 17.768), delayed recall (p= 0.000, F= 29.865), complex 
figure copy (p= 0.013, F= 6.557) and delayed recall (p= 0.000, F= 
26.791), verbal fluency (p= 0.000, F= 12.118), visual selective 
attention (p= 0.021, F= 5.582), speed of switching of attention (p= 
0.001, F= 12.522) and visual selective attention/multiple choices 
(p= 0.010, F= 7.085) (Table 3). 

DISCUSSION
The effectiveness of traditional CT in people with aMCImd as 

well as the effectiveness of C-BCT has been well demonstrated 
[30-35]. However, there aren’t many comparatives studies, to 
provide evidence whether the traditional CT is more effective 

than the C-BCT in MCI and vice versa. The aim of the study was to 
compare the effectiveness of two CT programs, which although 
they had the same primary target, (the enhancement of executive 
function and attention) they used a different mean of training. 

To provide evidence about which CT program was more 
beneficial, we investigated the effectiveness of PPCT vs C-BCT in 
people with aMCImd at the end of the interventions. According to 
the results, at the follow-up, the PPCT had better performance than 
the C-BCT in visual selective attention. The rest of the cognitive 
functions didn`t show any difference. As far as we know there 
aren’t randomized controlled studies to compare effectiveness of 
traditional PPCT vs C-BCT in people with MCI. However, the study 
by Man, Chung, & Lee in 2012 [36], investigated the effectiveness 
of a virtual reality computer based memory training program, 
versus the same program administered by paper and pencil, 
in people with questionable dementia. The results have shown 
that although both groups improved memory performance, 
the virtual reality computer memory training, improved more 
cognitive abilities than the paper and pencil group, which is 
in contrast to our results. However, they targeted memory 
performance while our target was the improvement of attention 
and executive function. Furthermore they used a virtual reality 
computer program, which plays an important role in computer’s 
effectiveness. However, their study has several limitations, such 
as small sample size and methodological gaps. 

In our study the repeated measures in each group have 
shown that both groups improved their cognitive performance. 
The C-BCT group, at the end of the study, preserved stable their 
cognitive and functional abilities and showed improvement 
in executive function. Our results are in agreement with other 

Table 2: Between group differences at follow-up according to Univariate Analysis (ANOVA).
Cognitive/functional
Performance M (SD) C-BT PPCT p F

MMSE ‡ 27.94 (1.61) 28.41 (1.49) 0.098 2.724

FUCAS † 43.47 (1.84) 43.46 (1.92) 0.969 0.001

FRSSD† 3.67 (1.68) 3.20 (1.51) 0.099 0.099

RAVLT1 ‡ 5.89 (1.97) 5.72 (2.28) 0.650 0.207

RAVLT2 ‡ 11.44 (2.40) 11.87 (2.56) 0.332 0.948

RAVLT3 ‡ 8.94 (2.81) 9.43 (3.33) 0.425 0.641

ROCFT1‡ 31.12 (4.36) 31.48 (4.34) 0.649 0.649

ROCFT2‡ 15.38 (6.31) 16.52 (7.25) 0.354 0.354

FAS‡ 11.71 (2.55) 11.92 (3.14) 0.061 0.676

TEA 1 ‡ 26.94 (8.72) 31.16 (10.97) 0.022 5.370

TEA 2‡ 45.14 (9.60) 50.92 (13.12) 0.007 7.430

TEA 4a‡ 8.38 (2.16) 8.60 (1.55) 0.512 0.435

TEA 4b† 5.23 (2.67) 5.77 (2.19) 0.225 0.225

TEA 6† 4.95 (1.40) 4.78 (1.73) 0.569 0.327
Abbreviations: p = Statistical difference of performance; M (SD) = Mean (Standard Deviation);‡= More points/better performance; †= Less points/
better performance; MMSE: Mini Mental State Examination; FUCAS: Functional Cognitive Assessment Scale; RAVLT1: Rey Auditory Verbal Learning 
Test-Digit spam; RAVLT2: Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test-Learning ability; RAVLT3: Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test-Delayed recall; ROCFT1: 
Rey Osterrieth Complex Figure test-Copy;ROCFT2: Rey Osterrieth Complex Figure test Delayed recall; FAS: Verbal Fluency Test; TEA 1: Test of 
Everyday Attention/Map searching in1 minute; TEA 2: Test of Everyday Attention/Map searching in2 minutes; TEA 4a: Test of Everyday Attention/
Switching of attention; TEA 4b: Test of Everyday Attention/Speed of switching of attention; TEA 6: Test of Everyday Attention /Multiple choices; 
FRSSD: Functional Rating Scale for Symptoms of Dementia
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Table 3: Mean and Standard Deviation of cognitive and functional performances of the CT and the P/PT groups at baseline and at follow-up according 
to repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA).

C-BCT PPCT
Cognitive/functional
Performance M (SD) Baseline Follow-up p F Baseline Follow-up p F

MMSE ‡ 28.25 (1.42) 27.94 (1.61) 0.154 2.088 27.72 (1.84) 28.41 (1.49) 0.005 8.526

FUCAS † 43.74 (1.96) 43.47 (1.84) 0.338 2.169 44.00 (2.52) 43.46 (1.92) 0.113 2.573

FRSSD† 3.72 (1.96) 3.67 (1.68) 0.806 0.061 3.95 (1.85) 3.20 (1.51) 0.001 11.473

RAVLT1 ‡ 5.35 (2.18) 5.89 (1.97) 0.042 4.327 5.32 (2.00) 5.72 (2.28) 0.175 1.882

RAVLT2 ‡ 11.01 (2.60) 11.44 (2.40) 0.203 1.656 10.90 (2.47) 11.87 (2.56) 0.000 17.768

RAVLT3 ‡ 8.33 (3.80) 8.94 (2.81) 0.071 3.388 7.76 (3.53) 9.43 (3.33) 0.000 29.865

ROCFT1‡ 31.30 (4.30) 31.12 (4.36) 0.711 0.138 29.78 (5.16) 31.48 (4.34) 0.013 6.557

ROCFT2‡ 15.45 (6.76) 15.38 (6.31) 0.916 0.011 13.36 (6.93) 16.52 (7.25) 0.000 26.791

FAS‡ 10.84 (3.66) 11.71 (2.55) 0.061 3.666 9.77 (2.59) 11.92 (3.14) 0.000 52.118

TEA 1 ‡ 28.29 (10.29) 26.94 (8.72) 0.227 1.493 27.87 (10.58) 31.16 (10.97) 0.021 5.582

TEA 2‡ 45.45 (10.61) 45.14 (9.60) 0.924 0.009 48.75 (11.99) 50.92 (13.12) 0.071 3.371

TEA 4a‡ 8.72 (1.22) 8.38 (2.16) 0.145 2.186 8.72 (1.22) 8.60 (1.55) 0.178 1.855

TEA 4b† 6.35 (2.58) 5.23 (2.67) 0.012 6.814 6.55 (3.25) 5.77 (2.19) 0.001 12.522

TEA 6† 5.00 (1.360) 4.95 (1.40) 0.713 0.137 5.50 (2.20) 4.78 (1.73) 0.010 7.085
Abbreviations: p = Statistical difference of performance; M (SD) = Mean (Standard Deviation); ‡= More points/better performance; †= Less points/
better performance; MMSE: Mini Mental State Examination; FUCAS: Functional Cognitive Assessment Scale; RAVLT1: Rey Auditory Verbal Learning 
Test-Digit spam; RAVLT2: Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test-Learning ability; RAVLT3: Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test-Delayed recall; ROCFT1: 
Rey Osterrieth Complex Figure test-Copy; ROCFT2: Rey Osterrieth Complex Figure test Delayed recall; FAS: Verbal Fluency Test; TEA 1: Test of 
Everyday Attention/Map searching in1 minute; TEA 2: Test of Everyday Attention/Map searching in2 minutes; TEA 4a: Test of Everyday Attention/
Switching of attention; TEA 4b: Test of Everyday Attention/Speed of switching of attention; TEA 6: Test of Everyday Attention /Multiple choices; 
FRSSD: Functional Rating Scale for Symptoms of Dementia

studies that support that C-BCT is effective for people with 
MCI [37-39]. This result makes sense, since there is a strong 
association between functional performance and executive 
cognitive function [40].

Eventually, the traditional PPCT enhanced the cognitive 
abilities which were trained and the cognitive benefit was 
transferred in daily living. This is the ultimate goal in cognitive 
rehabilitation [41]. As our results indicates, the Functional 
Rating Scale for dementia (FRSSD), a test which measures 
totally caregiver’s opinion, was improved. This result is very 
important, since the successfulness of CT is needed to be 
confirmed not only from participant’s results, but also by 
caregiver’s satisfaction. Even though there are several studies 
that confirm the effectiveness of CT in MCI, in a broad range of 
cognitive abilities [42,43], there is little research to demonstrate 
significant improvements in ADL [31,44]. The study by Brum in 
2009 [44] also indicated that after the CT the experimental group 
improved both in cognitive abilities (attention-time orientation) 
and ADL (shopping skills-dealing with finances). The use of 
ecologically valid activities in his cognitive training, as indeed in 
our PPCT group is probably the reason of this result. Our C-BCT 
didn’t show significant improvement in ADL. In agreement 
with our study, Coyle, Traynor, & Solowij, in 2015 [45], in their 
review, indicated that despite the fact that C-BCT programs can 
improve attention, executive function, visual or verbal memory, 
they can’t demonstrate significant improvements in ADL. Maybe 
new C-BCT with ecological tasks, or even better virtual reality 
C-BCT programs would be more effective to transfer the impact 
of training in real life. 

Limitation

A limitation of our study is that the tasks which have been 
used in CT programs was not ecological valid. Despite the fact 
that both C-BCT and PPCT were practicing executive function and 
attention abilities (which was the main target of our study) only 
the PPCT used ecological tasks. Therefore, it sounds obvious that 
only the participants who underwent the paper and PPCT could 
be improved in ADL. The next step of our study is to compare 
the effectiveness of an ecological designed PPCT versus a relative 
ecological C-BCT in order to evaluate the different effectiveness 
of each program in people with MCI. 

Another limitation of our study is that we didn’t use self-
report questionnaires so as to provide evidence about the 
potential changes of training in the quality of life of people with 
MCI. Maybe this kind of questionnaires would show a more 
informative view on the self-perceived efficacy of the training. 

CONCLUSION 
Our study indicated that C-BCT and PPCT are both beneficial 

for aMCImd. The administration of a traditional PPCT program 
may be more effective in the transfer of cognitive benefit in ADL. 
The use of ecologically designed CT programs has the potential to 
be successful [7], since these programs are related to ADL [38]. 
However more studies are needed in order to evaluate which 
type of training is more effective. 
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